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LEADER TECHNOLOGIES SELECTS OBJECTIVITY PLATFORM
FOR LEADER2LEADER® ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEM

- Leader2Leader® Leverages Objectivity’s Object-Oriented Database Architecture

Sunnyvale, Calif. (June 20, 2005) - - - Building upon growing demand for its real-time data

management solutions for complex inter-related data, Objectivity, Inc., today announces that

Leader Technologies, Inc. has selected Objectivity/DB® as a database management platform

supporting their Leader2Leader® application. Leader2Leader connects voice, video & data

across existing application systems to enhance collaboration and decision making. It lets

organizations capture and store their most valuable asset, intellectual capital, arising from normal

business processes. This Leader application is a revolutionary web-based system for intellectual

capital banking that is completely user organized. It can be rapidly implemented on every

desktop in an enterprise; moving knowledge management dialog from theory to reality.

Objectivity Platform Scales and Manages Complex Data

With the scalability capabilities afforded by the Objectivity platform, large enterprises can use the

Leader2Leader application for a multiplicity of business processes including project management,

remote file sharing, customer service applications, real-time alerting, web conferencing,

teleconferencing, integrating existing systems into a common framework, and communications.

Medium and small businesses will embrace this system as an alternative to more expensive

solutions requiring systems administration, maintenance and upgrades. Remote and

geographically disbursed workers and organizations will find the platform powerful in its utility

and simplicity due to the ability to establish secure, online collaborative environment. The

Objectivity based Leader2Leader application provides a complete work environment framework
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for all forms of electronic communications (data types) using state-of-the-art XML web services

protocols. The Objectivity/DB platform enabled Leader Technologies to build a highly scalable

enterprise application capable of supporting their requirement for real-time management of their

customers’ complex inter-related intellectual electronic data.

An Object-oriented approach to Persistence

As a platform within the Leader2Leader application Objectivity/DB provides the persistent

storage for all configuration and data within the system. Objectivity’s object-oriented technology

enables tight integration with this Java-based application enabling it to navigate the complex data

models more easily and deliver higher performance. Using Objectivity/DB eliminates the need

for a mapping layer which allows the Leader2Leader application to work with larger data sets

and handle the performance requirement of the application. Objectivity/DB also reduces the need

for database administration for Leader2Leader’s system management.

Objectivity/DB Delivers Scalability, Performance and Reliability

“We chose Objectivity/DB because of its high performance, reliability and ability to handle a

large flow of complex information from all of our many enterprise information sources,”

according to Michael T McKibben, chairman and founder of Leader Technologies.

“The Leader2Leader application exemplifies how the Objectivity/DB platform can enhance the

performance of a sophisticated enterprise application and deliver unparalleled performance to

Leader’s customers,” said Jay Jarrell, president and CEO of Objectivity. “The Objectivity/DB

platform enables Leader to offer a highly scalable enterprise application capable of supporting the

requirement for managing disparate data sources in real-time.”

About Leader Technologies, Inc.

Leader Technologies has developed an overall enterprise-class communications platform called

Leader2Leader® that connects voice, video and data across existing application systems to

enhance collaboration and decision making. The powerful collaboration software will

dramatically improve productivity and reduce costs by giving businesses more control over their

communications, leadership, strategy, knowledge management and intellectual capital. Included
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in the integrated Leader2Leader suite are LeaderPhone® for teleconferencing, Leader Alert® for

voice and text alert notification, Leader Fire® for first responder alert notification, and Leader

WebDemo™ for web and video conferencing. To learn more, visit www.leader.com.

About Objectivity, Inc.

Objectivity, Inc. is the leading provider of real-time object-oriented databases for managing

complex inter-related data. The company’s flagship product, Objectivity/DB, manages and

analyzes very large volumes of complex data for event and relationship processing within

mission-critical applications. These applications are developed by ISVs, OEMs and end-users in

process control, medical and telecommunications equipment, government, ontology, financial

services, and knowledge management. Objectivity/DB enables organizations to monitor, analyze

and respond by identifying inter-relationships or anomalies providing real-time intelligence for

predictive analysis and decision support.

Objectivity, Inc. is headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif., USA. For more information, contact the

Company by sending e-mail to info@objectivity.com, visiting http://www.objectivity.com or

calling (408) 992-7100.
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Note to editors Objectivity/DB is a trademark of Objectivity, Inc. All other company,
organization, product or alliance names mentioned herein remain the property of their respective
owners.


